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We deliver events
that transform
When people come together, ideas take root, relationships are
built, and new ideas are launched that can change the course
of organizations.
With over 1.7 million hybrid, virtual, and in-person events
produced every year, Encore has the unique ability to seamlessly
connect in-person and virtual audiences, creating events that
have the power to engage and inspire. As the industry leader with
a global footprint reaching more than twenty countries, our vast
network of local and global industry professionals know individual
markets inside and out.

— Hybrid, virtual, and in-person —

Meetings
& Conferences
Bring all your participants
together, no matter where
they might be, for maximum
participation and inspiration.

Conventions
& Trade Shows
Showcase your brand
experience on the ultimate
stage with environments
that go beyond convention.

Special
Events
Make exclusive events
and galas even more
eventful with all the grand
entrances, excitement,
and pageantry imaginable.

Experiential
Brand Activations
Surprise and inspire
audiences with immersive,
eye-opening experiences
you can actually see, hear,
and touch.

Your strategic partner
at every stage
It’s our mission to be an invaluable partner on your journey to success.
As the leader in event production—even at the “what if” stage, our
strategists and designers work with you to envision the most engaging
ways to inspire participants. Utilizing the latest technology solutions, we
can help turn those “what ifs” into “why not?”
We are the experts in making it happen and the partner of choice for
creating events that transform.
A partnership at every step from one event to the next.

The right solution
for any possibility
You need simplification and broad end-to-end solutions
that provide consistent experiences across your entire
business—for multiple event types, across geographies, and
from year to year.
From creative, to production, to technology; for hybrid,
virtual or in-person events, no matter the size, or venue,
there's nothing we can't do.

Creative
Event Strategy and Design
>
>
>
>
>

Strategic Planning
Engagement Strategies
Environment Design
Experience Design
Sponsorship Support

Event Branding
>
>
>
>

Theme Development
Logo & Visual Asset Design
Digital Signage
On-site Event Branding

Content Development
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Video Production
Graphic Design
Presentation Templates
Motion Graphics
Speech Writing
Speaker Coaching
On-site Photography

Production
Staging Services
>
>
>
>
>

Staging & Production Design
Concert Production & Touring
Technical Theatre Support
Projection Mapping
Presentation Stages

Scenic and Decor
>
>
>
>
>

LED Walls
Modular Set
Scenic Tiles & Panels
Specialty Furniture
Huddle Rooms

Show Management
> Show Production
> Stage Management
> Talent Management

Exhibit Services

> Exhibit Design & Fabrication
> General Services Contracting &
Fabrication

Technology
Hybrid+ and Virtual

> Hybrid & Virtual Platform
(Chime Live)
> Digital Engagement
> Event Data & Reporting

Digital Solutions
>
>
>
>

Digital Engagement
Mobile Applications
Content Management
Attendee Tracking

On-Site
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Audio/Video
Lighting
Simultaneous Interpretation
Rigging
Power
Internet
Technology Installation
Presenter Support

Our commitment
to our customers
Encore is a global team of experts with a customer-first
mindset, unmatched knowledge, and unlimited imagination
to deliver events that transform. Whether you’re looking
to reimagine new customer experiences, launch new
products, build your reputation as the thought leader in
your industry, or host the best sales meeting of the year,
Encore is the partner to create the impact you desire.

Innovation

Expertise

With the latest industry
trends and thought
leadership we consistently
deliver award-winning
hybrid, virtual and in-person
event experiences.

Our rich heritage is built on
comprehensive creative,
advanced technology, and
staging services. We deliver
solutions that set global
standards.

Collaboration

Excellence

We develop a unique
and highly personalized
approach to every event. We
listen intently to ensure we
deliver the magic that brings
your objectives to life.

No matter where you
are in the world, our
commitment to customer
service and operational
excellence is unparalleled.

1.7M

More than 1.7 million
hybrid, virtual and
in-person events
produced annually

80+

Years of connecting and
inspiring around the globe
with impactful meeting
and event experiences

2K

Global reach,
local insight
Our comprehensive network of
industry professionals positions us to
offer something no one else can—the
expertise and resources of a global
partner with deep local market insights.

2,100 venue
partners globally

20+
More than 20 countries
across North America,
Europe, the Middle
East, Australia and Asia

The new Encore brings together PSAV, Encore Event Technologies
and its family of companies under a new global brand.

To learn more visit:

encoreglobal.com

